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Power-Referenced and Temperature-Calibrated
Optical Fiber Refractometer
Tuan Guo, Chengkun Chen, Albane Laronche, and Jacques Albert
Abstract—A novel technique for simultaneous measurement of
refractive index and temperature based on power level detection
of a weakly tilted fiber Bragg grating (TFBG) is proposed and
experimentally demonstrated. Surrounding refractive index (RI)
and temperature can be unambiguously determined by the TFBG
transmitted and reflected power, respectively, avoiding complex
wavelength interrogation. An accuracy approaching         in
terms of the RI as well as temperature self-calibration is shown
for this robust and cost-effective refractometer.
Index Terms—Power referenced, refractometer, temperature
calibration, tilted fiber Bragg grating (TFBG).
I. INTRODUCTION
F IBER-OPTIC refractometers offer numerous distin-guishing advantages over traditional prism-based trans-
ducers due to their integrated structure, to the small size of the
sensing probe, and to the possibility of remote interrogation
of multiple sensors with high resolution. They can be applied
in many important areas ranging from environmental moni-
toring to chemical and biological applications. Among various
fiber-optic-based refractometers that have been studied, the key
point for an accurate refractive index (RI) measurement lies in
the capability of effectively coupling guided light from the fiber
core to the boundary of the fiber cladding so that the evanescent
field of the modes penetrates the surrounding medium where
the index must be measured, and to achieve this unambiguously
in the presence of other surrounding perturbations (tempera-
ture in particular). Previous research generally falls into three
classifications: etched fibers or side-polished fibers [1], [2],
long-period grating (LPG)-based forward-coupling between
core and cladding modes [3]–[7], and tilted fiber Bragg grating
(TFBG)-based backward-coupling between core and cladding
modes [8]–[11]. In comparison with the former two techniques,
TFBGs have attracted some attention recently as they provide a
comparatively higher RI sensitivity to that of FBGs but without
any etching-induced mechanical strength degradation; mean-
while, compared to LPGs, they have a lower cross sensitivity to
other surrounding perturbations (e.g., temperature and bending)
and provide an additional signal to measure temperature (in
reflection). In previous TFBG-based RI measurement, however,
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RI information is wavelength-encoded, restricting their use
to applications where a complex interrogation unit can be
justified. Therefore, a data acquisition scheme in which spectral
changes related to RI information could be directly transformed
to optical power variations would be of great value.
In this letter, we demonstrate a novel technique for RI
mesurement based solely on detecting the transmitted power
of a TFBG, and simultaneously measuring the temperature
from the reflected power of the same grating. The sensing
function is performed by a 6 TFBG photowritten on a standard
single-mode telecommunication optical fiber by ultraviolet light
irradiation through a phase mask. This weakly TFBG provides
strong core-to-cladding mode coupling, observable through a
large number of loss peaks in its transmission. Several of the
cladding modes penetrate the surrounding RI with a strong
evanescent field and hence react to RI changes. Meanwhile,
the reflected light from the grating, which remains within the
fiber core (i.e., the Bragg reflection) shows an RI-immune and
temperature-dependent wavelength shift character that can be
directly transformed to a power change via the well known
interrogation technique of a spectral ramp filter [12]. Therefore,
the RI and temperature of the surrounding medium can be
simultaneously and unambiguously determined by absolute
power measurements.
II. SENSING PRINCIPLE
TFBGs belong to the short-period gratings family but
the grating planes are slanted or blazed with respect to the
fiber axis. The tilt of the grating planes enhances the cou-
pling of the light from the forward-propagating core mode to
backward-propagating cladding modes and reduces the cou-
pling to the backward core mode. In the work presented here,
small tilt angles are used so that both several cladding-mode
resonances in the transmission spectrum while a single residual
core-mode resonance in the reflection appear, as shown in
Fig. 1. The cladding mode resonances appear at discrete wave-
lengths shorter than the core-mode Bragg resonance. Since
they are guided by the cladding boundary, their effective index
depends on the RI of the outer medium. The sensitivity of the
cladding-mode effective index to the external index increases
with mode order since the penetration depth of the evanescent
field increases for higher order modes. Therefore, when the
surrounding RI increases, the higher order cladding modes are
first affected and their resonances show a redshift in wavelength
and eventually a smoothly decreasing transmission peak that
becomes replaced by broadband loss (as shown in Fig. 2). With
the surrounding RI increasing further, more and more cladding
modes gradually become affected until only two transmission
peaks remain: the ghost mode (which corresponds to a group
of strongly guided cladding modes that interact little with the
cladding boundary) and residual core-mode reflection. As a
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Fig. 1. Spectra of 6 FBG versus RI at a fixed temperature (25 C).
Fig. 2. Cladding-mode and core-mode resonances versus RI.
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of RI sensing system. The shaded box contains the
optional temperature measurement subsystem.
result of these changes in the transmission spectrum, the total
power transmitted through the TFBG changes as a function
of surrounding RI. We show in Section III that this change is
monotonic for a certain range of RI. Therefore, the surrounding
RI can be unambiguously determined by a transmitted power
measurement.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 3 shows the proposed sensing scheme. The basic idea
in this experiment is to measure the transmission and reflection
power of the TFBG immersed in different media with known
Fig. 4. Normalized power response of 6 TFBG versus RI at a fixed tempera-
ture (25 C: closed symbols), and other temperatures (40 C and 55 C: open
symbols).
refractive indices, and to have the whole process sufficiently
well controlled (for strain and temperature) to ensure reliable,
reproducible results. One centimeter-long TFBGs with an in-
ternal tilt angle of 6 are inscribed in hydrogen-loaded Corning
SMF-28 fibers using a pulsed KrF excimer laser and the phase
mask technique. After launching light from an erbium amplified
spontaneous emission broadband source into the sensing fiber
through a 3-dB coupler, the transmitted and reflected powers
of the sensing TFBG are monitored by two p-i-n photodiodes
(PD and PD ), respectively. Meanwhile, for an effective cali-
bration of power variations caused by the instability of the light
source, a referenced photodiode PD is used for monitoring
the launched power into the sensing fiber. Here, we introduce
the normalized transmitted power difference
as the RI output quantifier. And the
normalized reflected power difference is similarly defined as
, with a power
matching coefficient set to . To keep the strain applied
onto the fiber constant during the experiments, the grating re-
gion was attached permanently to a microscope slide and small
quantities of liquids with various RIs were dispensed with a
pipette onto the grating. A second slide was used to cover the
interaction region and to maintain the liquid in place by capil-
larity. The immersion liquids used were sugar-water solutions
providing a wide range of RI from 1.33 to 1.46. The nominal RI
of all solutions was measured at a wavelength of 589 nm with
an Abbe refractometer.
For RI ranging from 1.33 to 1.46 at a fixed temperature of
25 C, Fig. 4 depicts the normalized power response of the
sensing TFBG both in transmission and reflection. The response
in transmission is monotonic with RI and clearly measurable,
while the reflected power is invariant, as it should be. Similarly
with all other sensing mechanisms that rely on the penetration of
the evanescent field of cladding modes into the outer medium,
the sensitivity is very poor for low values of RI (0.8 dB/u.r.i.
near , where u.r.i. stands for “units of RI”) and dra-
matically increases as the RI approaches the value at which all
cladding modes become cut-off (30 dBm/u.r.i. near ).
Assuming a power accuracy of the order of dBm, which is
available from commercial grade photodetectors, the proposed
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Fig. 5. Temperature effect on RI measurement in a single medium. The inset
shows the Bragg reflection modulated by the linear transmission filter.
TFBG sensor achieves an RI resolution higher than
within its linear sensing range from 1.425 to 1.445 and higher
than over its full sensing range .
Temperature information is essential in a refractometer be-
cause the RI of most materials depends on temperature through
their thermooptic coefficient . We now demonstrate
that temperature information can be obtained simultaneously,
also with a simple power measurement but of the reflected
light (shaded box in Fig. 3). While a conventional spectral
interrogator can provide temperature information from the
wavelength of the Bragg resonance (a well known widespread
application of FBG sensors), we seek to keep our system
simple and cost effective by using a passive filter in front of
the PD reflected power monitoring photodiode. Since the
power level of the Bragg reflection propagates within the
fiber core independently of changes in the surrounding RI, as
demonstrated in Fig. 4 for the 25 C measurement, we can
monitor the temperature from the reflected power through the
ramp filter. We fabricated our own ramp filter from a chirped
straight FBG, centered in the vicinity of our TFBG Bragg
wavelength (1552 nm). The coupling strength along the length
of the grating was varied so that its transmission factor showed
a gradient of 8.5 dB/nm, as shown in Fig. 5, thereby converting
wavelength shifts into power level changes. With this gradient,
a detectability of the order of 0.1 dBm is sufficient to measure
the temperature to within 1 C. Fig. 5 also depicts the spectral
changes of the TFBG immersed into a single medium at two
different temperatures. The immersion medium used in this case
is a thermooptically calibrated liquid (Cargille Corporation)
with a value of 1.4418 and a of C.
While large changes in the transmission spectrum occur
as the temperature changes, when the temperature-corrected
values of are used to plot the RI output values in
Fig. 4 (open symbols), we see that the data points follow the
same curve as the 25 C data, meaning that the system RI
output curve is temperature-independent. Here, it must be
pointed out that, apart from the temperature-induced changes
of RI, the transmitted spectrum of the TFBG is invariant under
temperature changes, apart from a global shift of 10 pm C
[13] (from thermooptic and photoelastic effects combined).
Therefore, the transmitted power measurement will be inde-
pendent of temperature-induced physical changes of fiber, but
dominated by the temperature-induced changes of surrounding
RI. On the other hand, the system temperature output (i.e.,
the normalized reflected power through the linear filter)
responds monotonically to temperature changes, as required in
order to achieve the simultaneous temperature measurement.
Finally, it should be noted that the RI sensitivity of our 6
TFBG system is relatively low for values of below 1.40. On
the other hand, it is clear that the shape of the RI responsivity
curve (Fig. 4) is strongly dependent on the initial TFBG trans-
mission spectrum (Fig. 1, measurement in air): we have shown
in an earlier publication [10] that increasing the tilt angle to 10
introduces strong cladding mode resonances that become cut off
in media with RI as low as 1.3. The responsivity curve of such
gratings is expected to show greater sensitivity at lower values
of RI.
IV. CONCLUSION
The feasibility of a power-referenced and temperature-
calibrated refractometer based on a weakly TFBG has been
investigated. Compared with traditional wavelength shift or
spectral envelope monitoring techniques, the PD-based power
detection provides a simple and economical signal demodula-
tion scheme, and it also allows for the temperature calibration
of the measured RI fluctuations.
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